It is shown that a full-state feedback gain that was derived originally to satisfy a discrete-time closed-loop H-infinity norm bound, also minimises three distinct LQG cost bounds.
Introduction
Combined H2/H-infinity feedback controllers can provide both robust stability (via a closed-loop H-infinity-norm bound) and nominal performance (via a closed-loop LQG cost bound or H2-norm bound). Consequently, they are of considerable interest, andat least for the continuous-time case -there has recently been much work on the subject. See, for example, Mustafa and Glover (1988; , Bernstein and Haddad (1989) , Grimble (1989) , Rotea and Khargonekar (1990) , Zhou et al (1990) , and MacMartin et al (1990) .
It was shown by Mustafa (1989a) that if the continuous-time H-infinity norm and LQG cost bound are applied to the same closed-loop system -the 'equalised LQG/H-infinity weights' case -then the LQG cost bound ('auxiliary cost') considered by Bernstein and Haddad (1989) is equal to the entropy considered by Mustafa and Glover (1990) . The present paper was motivated by the fact that this equality does not hold in the discrete-time case. Indeed, as pointed out by Iglesias et al (1990) , the discrete-time minimum entropy H-infinity control problem is not simply related to the continuous-time case via the usual bilinear transform. This motivates the need for derivations wholly in discrete-time.
Although the discrete-time auxiliary cost (defined by Haddad et al (1991) ) and the discrete-time entropy (see, eg, Mustafa (1989a) , Iglesias et al (1990) ) are generally different, we will see in Section 2 that they are nevertheless closely related, and, indeed, both can be evaluated in terms of the same discrete-time algebraic Riccati equation. Furthermore, the LQG cost bound in the independent work of Bambang et al (1990) can also be defined in terms 
... (2) where k = 0, 1, 2, ... and the disturbances w E G3&dquo;'', the input u E G3&dquo;'=, the state .r E G3&dquo; and the outputs Z E G3~''. With static full-state feedback cc (k) = Kx (k)
... (3) where K E [RIm2xn is to be determined, the closed-loop system from disturbances w to outputs z is (ii) !!~!!~7.
As may be seen in Iglesias and Glover (1991) , usually a class of controllers achieve closed-loop stability and satisfy the H-infinity-norm bound. So we may impose an additional criterion. One possibility would be to minimise nominal performance as defined by the Linear Quadratic Gaussian cost D~-~:=={(.4, ~, C) E anxn X Qnxm' X nplxn ... (12) and the set of asymptotically stable, strictly-proper discrete-time systems of McMillan degree n, Dn~spb~e~ _ {(A, B, C) E D~,.rnl: I.l(A) I < 1}.... (13) Given (A, B, C) E D~&dquo;rnl and y > 0, consider the following conditions on a matrix P E G°3&dquo;x&dquo;: P~O, . .. (14) y'-I -BTPB > 0, ... (15) P=ATPA+ A TPB (y21 -BTpB)-1 BTpA + CTC.... (16) Then we have the following definitions: If P satisfies Eqns (14), (15) (i) ~~ C(zl -A) ' B ~~~ = y.... (17) (ii) P:SwhereS=ATSA+CTC.... (18) Proof Part (a) is from Theorem 3.1 of Ran and Vreugdenhil (1987) , whereas parts (b) and (c) are from Lemma 2.1 of Haddad et al (1991 Mustafa and Glover (1990) for continuous-time entropy, and Iglesias et al (1990) for discrete-time entropy. Using Lemma 6.2.6 of Mustafa (1989a) To evaluate the minimised costs, simply use P from the above proposition in the definitions of the J;(H, y) given in Eqns (22)-(24). If P is a solution of Eqn (16) 
Appendix 2
Proof of Lemma 2.9
Let P be a solution of Eqn (16) 
